
CULTIVATING A GROWTH MENTALITY 

 

The reason churches don’t grow is because they don’t work the work God places be-
fore them of ENCOURAGING AND FACILITATING those things which promote growth.  
 

Churches will NOT grow until we have a GROWTH MENTALITY... unless we EXPECT 
the growth.  We must cultivate those attitudes and expectations that promote growth.  
 

1.  A Maintenance Mentality Relies On ___… A Growth Mentality Relies On 

____  

 1 Corinthians 3:6-7; Colossians 2:19 Yes, ___ ______, but GOD CAUSES the 
________.  
 

2 Corinthians 5:7 We live by faith, not by sight. 
 

If we PLANT... WATER... CULTIVATE... God will give the increase.   
 

A maintenance mentality is ____________.  A growth mentality is _________________ 
_______________. 

 

Maintainers are satisfied with _______ ___________.  On the other hand, a growth men-
tality is never satisfied with STATUS QUO.   

 

Those with a growth mentality are constantly looking for ways to ___________.  
 

We can see this maintenance mentality at LAODICEA.   
 

Our growth mentality must not be ______________.    Constructively discontent means 
we see the good in what’s going on while promoting consistent improvement.  

 

2.  A Maintenance Mentality Looks _______: A Growth Mentality Looks 

________.  
 

Churches and church members in a maintenance mode do a lot of while a growth 
mentality learns from the past... But looks to the future.  Acts 1:8...  
 

The church at Sardis in Revelation 3 was living on a _____________.  They were looking 
at the glory days when they were ______.  But when John wrote them they were 
______!  

 

We must be visionary, looking ahead at what the future possibilities might become... 
  

3.   A Maintenance Mentality Wants To Stay The _______… A Growth Mentali-

ty Wants Edifying, Meaningful, _________!  
 

There comes a time to let go of the old way of doing things.   
 

 I’m NOT suggesting changing our standard of authority or _____________ change.  
2 Timothy 3:16-17  
 

Some things are SCRIPTURAL and must NEVER be changed.  Some things are NON-
SCRIPTURAL... Scripture just doesn’t address the issue so these can be changed.  

 

Change for change sake has no benefit, but ____________ __________ is _____________.  
  

A good Biblical example of having to change can be found in Acts 19:8-9.   
 

A growth mentality is willing to accept scriptural change when change will produce 
growth... either spiritually or numerically.  

 

MORE NEXT WEEK… 


